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Abstract—Parallel technology boosts data processing in recent years, and parallel direct data processing on hierarchically

compressed documents exhibits great promise. The high-performance direct data processing technique brings large savings in both

time and space by removing the need for decompressing data. However, its benefits have been limited to data traversal operations; for

random accesses, direct data processing is several times slower than the state-of-the-art baselines. This article proposes a novel

concept, orthogonal processing on compression (orthogonal POC), which means that text analytics can be efficiently supported directly

on compressed data, regardless of the type of the data processing – that is, the type of data processing is orthogonal to its capability of

conducting POC. Previous proposals, such as TADOC, are not orthogonal POC. This article presents a set of techniques that

successfully eliminate the limitation, and for the first time, establishes the near orthogonal POC feasibility of effectively handling both

data traversal operations and random data accesses on hierarchically-compressed data. The work focuses on text data and yields a

unified high-performance library, called POCLib. In a ten-node distributed Spark cluster on Amazon EC2, POCLib achieves 3.1�
speedup over the state-of-the-art on random data accesses to compressed data, while preserving the capability of supporting traversal

operations efficiently and providing large (3.9�) space savings.

Index Terms—Near orthogonal processing on compression, direct processing on compressed data, TADOC, orthogonal POC

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

TEXT analytics refers to the process of analyzing text docu-
ments to discover useful information, draw conclusions,

and assist decision-making. It is important in many
domains, from web search engines to analytics in law,
news, medical records, system logs, and so on.

To deal with the worsening time and space pressure
imposed by the rapid data growth, researchers have
recently developed a new technique, called TADOC, to sup-
port text analytics directly on compressed data, without
data decompression [1], [2], [3]. TADOC employs a hierar-
chical compression method, Sequitur [4], to compress text
into a directed acyclic graph (DAG) (or, equivalently, a con-
text-free grammar, CFG), and then conducts text analytics
using graph traversal operations. Compared to the process-
ing directly on the original dataset, TADOC saves over ten

times storage and memory space while shortening the proc-
essing time by half.

Despite the promising results, TADOC suffers an impor-
tant drawback, the lack of orthogonality—which relates
with the goal of this current work, orthogonal processing
on compression, or orthogonal POC in short. Orthogonal
POC is a new concept introduced in this work. A compres-
sion-based analytic technique is an orthogonal POC tech-
nique if it supports efficient1 data analysis directly on the
compressed data, regardless of the type of the data process-
ing—that is, the type of data processing is orthogonal to its
capability of conducting POC.2

The previous proposal, TADOC, is not an orthogonal
POC. It supports traversal kind of text analytics (e.g., word
count, inverted indexing, sequence count) that traverse the
entire text corpus, but cannot support efficient random data
accesses—such as searching for a particular word, extract-
ing a segment of content, and counting the frequency of a
particular word or phrase; it cannot work in scenarios
where new content is continuously inserting or appended
to the dataset. On the other hand, there are some other tech-
niques (e.g., Succinct [5]) that support random accesses to
compressed data, but do not support the complex traversal
processings that TADOC supports.

Being orthogonal is important for a POC, as it avoids the
need for decompressing data in all circumstances. It is
worth noting that once data are decompressed due to a task
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1. Here, being efficient means that the POC takes less time than the
default processing on the original uncompressed data does.

2. In this definition, ”orthogonal” means one property is perpendic-
ular to—that is, independent of—another property.
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that a POC does not support, most benefits of the POC dis-
appear: no space savings anymore, and if the task involves
data changes, for the data would need to be recompressed
for POC to keep supporting other operations. Recompres-
sion takes time. In TADOC, for instance, the time to com-
press a 300GB dataset is over 20 hours [2].

This paper presents our work towards creating the first
near orthogonal POC technique. A near orthogonal POC is a
POC that works efficiently for most common operations.
Ensuring a POC work for all operations is difficult as the
kinds of operations are hard to enumerate. A near orthogonal
POC can meet most practical needs. Even for specific opera-
tions that do not support currently, near orthogonal POC
means that we can solve such issues by adding extra basic
operations (detailed in Section 3.2).

We choose TADOC as the base for the development, for
it is the only existing technique that supports complex tra-
versal processings on compressed data. With TADOC, our
objective reduces to expanding TADOC to support random
data accesses without compromising its support of traversal
processings.

The key challenges come from the hierarchical data
representation in TADOC. Such a representation is a dou-
ble-bladed sword. It makes traversal processings easy to
support as graph traversals, but, at the same time, makes it
hard to efficiently locate a particular place in the original
data on the compressed format (detailed in Section 2). A
simple search for a particular word, for instance, becomes
clunky: It takes seven seconds on a compressed two giga-
byte data on TADOC, 5 times longer than a simple sequen-
tial search on the original uncompressed data. The disparity
quickly worsens as new texts get inserted into the original
data.

To solve these challenges, we present POCLib, a unified
near orthogonal Processing On Compression Library for
text analytics. POCLib consists of two major technical inno-
vations. Our first innovation is a range of carefully designed
indexing data structures. Our design enables reusability
across analytics operations, and strikes a good balance
between space cost and efficiency through these indexing
data structures. Our second innovation is a set of algorith-
mic optimizations that enable random accesses to work effi-
ciently on compressed data. These optimizations help
maximize the performance of random data accesses by
effectively leveraging the indexing data structures, incre-
mental updates, recompression, and graph coarsening. We
develop POCLib based on TADOC, elevating TADOC into
the first near orthogonal POC technique. Experiments show
that POCLib enables TADOC to achieve 3.1� speedup over
the state-of-the-art (Succinct [5]) on random data accesses
over compressed data, with or without continuous data
growth. POCLib, at the same time, preserves 1) TADOC’s
unique capability of efficiently supporting traversal opera-
tions on compressed data and 2) most of TADOC’s space
reduction benefits, achieving 3.9� space savings compared
to the original compressed datasets.

Overall, this work makes the following contributions:

� For the first time in literature, it introduces the con-
cept of orthogonal POC, and delivers the first near
orthogonal POC solution that can efficiently support

direct text analytics on compressed data for both ran-
dom accesses and traversal operations.

� It identifies five common types of random accesses in
text analytics via analysis of a set of real-world text
analytics workloads, and together with TADOC,
proposes POCLib to efficiently support these opera-
tions on hierarchically-compressed data.

� It compares POCLib with the state-of-the-art, dem-
onstrating its benefits in creating the first near
orthogonal POC solution for text analytics.

2 BACKGROUND

This section provides background on hierarchical compres-
sion and the previous technique, TADOC [1], [2], [3], which
leverages hierarchical compression for direct processing on
compressed data.

TADOC uses a lossless hierarchical compression algo-
rithm called Sequitur [4]. This recursive algorithm repre-
sents a sequence of discrete symbols with a hierarchical
structure. It derives a context-free grammar (CFG) to
describe each sequence of symbols: A repeated string is rep-
resented as a rule in the CFG. By recursively replacing the
input strings with hierarchical rules, Sequitur produces a
more compact output than the original dataset. For a set of
text files, TADOC first adds some unique splitting symbols
(called splitters) between files to mark their boundaries, and
then applies Sequitur to build a CFG. The CFG is often sev-
eral times smaller than the original data. It can also be repre-
sented as a directed acyclic graph (DAG).

Fig. 1 provides an example. Fig. 1a shows the original
input data: there are two files, file0 and file1, separated
by SPT1, and wi represents a word. Fig. 1b presents the out-
put of TADOC in CFG form, which illustrates both the hier-
archical structure and the repetition in the original input. It
uses R0 to represent the entire input, which consists of two
files, file0 and file1, represented by R1 and R2. The two
instances of R2 in R1 reflect the repetition of ”w1 w2” in the
substring of R1, while the two instances of R1 in R0 reflect
the repetition of “w1 w2 w3 w1 w2 w4” in file0. The output
of TADOC can be visualized with a DAG, as Fig. 1c shows,
where edges indicate the hierarchical relations between
rules. TADOC uses dictionary encoding to represent each
word and rule with a unique non-negative integer, as
shown in Fig. 1d. It stores the mapping between integers
and words in a dictionary. It assigns each rule a unique inte-
ger ID that is no smaller than N (N is the total number of
unique words in the dataset; integers less than N are IDs of
the words in the dictionary). Fig. 1e shows the CFG of
Fig. 1b in numerical form.

Fig. 1. A compression example with TADOC.
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TADOC focuses on traversal operations in text analytics;
it employs graph traversal on the DAG for those operations.
We use word count as an example to illustrate how
TADOC works. As Fig. 2 shows, TADOC traverses the
DAG in a bottom-up manner, counting the frequency of
each word in each node it visits and the frequency of the
words in the node’s children. For example, when processing
R1 in Fig. 2, TADOC counts w3 and w4 locally, and obtains
the frequency of w1 and w2 by multiplying their frequencies
in R2 by the number of appearances of R2 in R1. The tra-
versal starts from leaf nodes and stops when it reaches R0.
By leveraging the hierarchical structure of the compression
format, TADOC avoids repeatedly counting text segments
that appear many times in the input dataset, and hence can
achieve significant time savings for traversal operations
besides space savings for storing the dataset.

TADOC Limitation. TADOC is not orthogonal POC.
Although TADOC provides good performance, it is not effi-
ciently applicable to all text analytics queries. Specifically,
such compression-based analytics techniques do not sup-
port random accesses. First, hierarchical compressed data
processing organizes data into a DAG, targeting only tasks
that can be efficiently transformed into a DAG traversal
problem. Second, as discussed in [2], TADOC is designed
for datasets that are repeatedly used for many times without
changes; when users want to perform insertion of new con-
tent, they would need to perform decompression first, and
then recompress the data after the insertion of the new con-
tent. Compression with Sequitur takes a lot of time: 20 hours
for compressing a 300GB dataset [2]. In this work, we aim to
provide solutions to overcome these limitations.

3 ORTHOGONAL POC

Orthogonal POC supports efficient data analytics on com-
pressed data for all types of data processing, with minimal
impact on its performance. We describe the specification
and rationale of orthogonal POC, informed by the character-
istics of common data analytics. Next, we show our near
orthogonal POC properties, since complete orthogonal POC
is hard to realize. Finally, we show the benefits of our near
orthogonal POC. Note that data analytics broadly includes
multiple types of data, such as text, pictures, and voices.
This paper mainly uses the text as an example for
illustration.

3.1 Specification and Rationale of Orthogonal POC

This work introduces orthogonal POC for text analytics: A
compression-based analytic technique is orthogonal POC if it sup-
ports efficient direct processing of the compressed data, regardless
of the type of the processing. Orthogonal is defined as the

persistence for various types of data analytics, and POC is
defined as the efficiency of directly processing on com-
pressed data. With an orthogonal POC, once data have been
compressed, they can be used efficiently for both traversal
and random accesses. Orthogonal POC aims to provide a
uniform model for all aspects of data analytics, which cov-
ers the data structures and application behaviors. Orthogo-
nal POC is characterized by the following three principles:

� Analytics Orthogonality. All types of data analytics,
including future-proofed analytics, are supported.
The universality, or orthogonality, means that data
characteristics can be preserved across the com-
pressed data representation and special mechanisms
are defined to handle all analytics tasks users
provide.

� POC Efficiency. A compression-based data analytics
technology is POC efficient if and only if the POC
takes less time and space than the default processing
on the original uncompressed data. By efficient data
reorganization and reuse, the POC achieves better
locality and avoids unnecessary computation, thus
achieving high efficiency.

� Persistence Independence. All analytics tasks must
accept common analytics representation standards.
That is, the programming interfaces provided to var-
ious data analytics are identical whether the data
analytics are based on traversal operations or ran-
dom accesses. These standards derive from common
data analytics and are future proof.

3.2 Near Orthogonal POC

Developing a completely orthogonal POC is difficult as it is
hard to enumerate all possible operations on texts. A more
practical goal is to develop a near orthogonal POC, which can
support most common operations in text analytics, both tra-
versal operations and random accesses. Such a technique
can already meet most practical needs.

To further develop a near orthogonal POC framework,
we claim that the techniques should follow LACT (locality,
adaptability, compatibility, transparency), which is a set of
properties for near orthogonal POC shown as follows.

� Locality.As these operations are random accesses to a
specific word or text segment, the provided support
should avoid the traversal of the DAG to find the
place of interest. Such support should offer the capa-
bility to quickly locate the specific places in the data-
set to operate on.

� Adaptability. The POC system or the defined stand-
ards should derive the ability to adapt efficiently to
various data analytics. The orthogonal POC could be
open when unable to adapt to certain analytics tasks,
and can solve such issues by adding extra basic oper-
ations reaching a wide range of applications.

� Compatibility. The developed support should not
only enable TADOC to perform these operations effi-
ciently, but also preserve the capability of TADOC to
support efficient traversal operations. This principle
implies that the basic data structure of TADOC (i.e.,

Fig. 2. An example of counting word frequencies with TADOC.
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the DAG from Sequitur) should stay as the main
representation of the compressed dataset.

� Transparency. To use these supported operations,
users should not need to be concerned about how to
implement them in their compressed datasets, but
simply invoke some existing module’s APIs. This
principle is important for the practical usability and
adoption of the developed support.

How close is the near orthogonal POC proposed in the paper to
a complete orthogonal POC? The gap between the near
orthogonal POC and a complete orthogonal POC can be
analyzed from the three principles of orthogonal POC men-
tioned in Section 3.1. First, instead of claiming analytics
orthogonality, near orthogonal POC advocates adaptability,
which means that the system should be open. Even certain
analytics tasks are found unable to support currently, we
can still solve such issues by adding additional operations.
Second, instead of claiming POC efficiency from both space
and time perspectives, near orthogonal POC emphasizes
the locality during processing compressed data, in case of
specific analytics tasks where the benefits of both time and
space dimensions may not be fully guaranteed simulta-
neously. Third, instead of claiming persistence indepen-
dence, near orthogonal POC emphasizes compatibility and
transparency, which are more practical to current data ana-
lytics on compressed data.

3.3 System Benefits

Our strategy for creating a near orthogonal POC framework
is to take TADOC as the base and develop new support for
it to efficiently support the common random accesses in text
analytics. The benefits come from three aspects. First,
TADOC is successful at providing text analytics mechanism
directly on compression; the applications already supported
do not need to be changed. Second, TADOC already pro-
vides basic grammar-based data structures for compression,
which can be reused. Third, a broad range of data analytics
could be supported. The next section describes the list of
important random accesses that we have identified in our
investigation, and then discusses the challenges for support-
ing them on the hierarchically compressed data.

3.4 System Challenges

Developing a near orthogonal POC framework based on
TADOC requires to handle three challenges, as listed below.

(1) Efficiency. As discussed in Section 3.1, orthogonal POC
requires that the compressed data are processed in an effi-
cient manner. First, TADOC is efficient to support traversal
operations [1], [2], [3], but is hard to efficiently locate a par-
ticular place for random accesses on compressed format.
For example, random accesses requires traversing the DAG
from any nodes, but current TADOC design is uni-direc-
tionality, which provides pointers only from parents to chil-
dren. Second, the efficiency lies in both time and space
perspectives. However, to support random accesses, we
need to add index data structures, which relates to the
tradeoff between time and space. Third, data structures in
TADOC, such as the rule formats, dictionary, and DAG
organizations, should be reused for efficiency.

(2) Integration. As discussed in Section 3.3, we should
integrate new functionalities to TADOC [1], [2], [3]. First,
previous TADOC functions and data structures should not
be changed since TADOC has already been applied to sev-
eral text analytics tasks [2]. Second, new functions and data
structures should be regarded as an extension to TADOC
and be compatible with it. Third, previous TADOC techni-
ques do not support data insertion, which is a common
operation and should be involved in near orthogonal POC.
All these limitations increase the difficulties of integrating
random accesses to TADOC traversal operations.

(3) API Design. The first challenge lies in the API design
for usability. First, the interfaces should be highly simpli-
fied, which can reduce user learning curve. Second, the
number of APIs should be minimized, which means that
the newly extended operations cannot be substituted effi-
ciently for each other. Third, the APIs should be compatible
with popular programming environments, because current
data analytics applications could be implemented in various
languages, such as JAVA, C/C++, and Python.

4 POCLIB FRAMEWORK

In this section, we first describe our general design of
POCLib; we adopt a four-tier design and integrate random
access techniques to TADOC. Next, we analyze the opera-
tions we should support for near orthogonal POC. Then, we
show the system workflow of POCLib.

4.1 System Design

The architecture of POCLib is shown in Fig. 3, which
includes four tiers. The first tier is the application tier, which
calls the provided APIs to interact with POCLib. The second
tier provides user interfaces. Our system provides two
kinds of APIs: the APIs for traversal-based text analytics,
which are borrowed from [1], [2], [3], and the APIs for ran-
dom access operations, which are the target of this paper.
The third tier is the data access tier. It includes the internal
functions and common data structures, which come from
two parts: traversal operations from [1], [2], [3] and random
access that shall be discussed in Section 4.2. The fourth tier
is the storage tier, which stores the TADOC-compressed
data and can provide rules, words, and indexes to support

Fig. 3. Tier architecture of POCLib.
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the data access tier. Since we integrate the graph operations
from our previous work, TADOC [1], [2], [3], we need to
measure the performance of these operations after integra-
tion into POCLib, which is detailed in Section 7.4.

Solutions to Challenges. We solve the challenges described
in Section 3.4 during designing POCLib. For the first chal-
lenge in efficiency, we reuse the TADOC data structures
and DAG representation in POCLib, and add loosely cou-
pled index data structures to achieve the purpose of reason-
ably maintaining the space benefits of TADOC. For the
second challenge of integration, we add extra data struc-
tures and additional functions to POCLib while keep the
previous data structures and functions in TADOC
unchanged. For the third challenge of POCLib API design,
we analyze common text analytics and abstract five com-
mon operations to support (detailed in Section 4.2).

4.2 Operations to Support

To identify the most important random access operations to
support for text analytics in POCLib, we have surveyed a
set of domains where text analytics is essential, including
news, law, webpages, logging, and healthcare. Our explora-
tion leads to the following observations:

� Many uses of these text datasets involve several
basic operations, search, extract, and count.
For instance, in the news domain, data analysts
locate relevant news events together to analyze their
relationships by searching certain keywords [6]; in
legal affairs, people may search and extract useful
content from a large collection of law records [7], [8];
for webpages, searching or counting specific words,
and extracting certain content are common opera-
tions [9], [10].

� In many domains, datasets are subject to the addition
of new content. For instance, as news is continuously
produced every day, the latest news could need to
be appended to the existing news datasets. Rapid
addition of new content is also important in IoT sys-
tems, which are organized in a decentralized struc-
ture and where many large logs are generated
everyday [11]. Similarly, in healthcare, as more med-
ical records are produced for a patient, they may
need to be inserted into the existing collection of
medical records [12], [13] (assuming records from
many patients are stored as a whole).

� Deletion or replacement, on the other hand, is not
common in the domains we examined. These data-
sets usually consist of data that has long-term value.
Even though, due to space constraints, some old con-
tent may get moved to some other storage (e.g.,
tape), deletion or replacement is not common.

Based on these observations, we identify the following
five types of random accesses as the essential ones to sup-
port for text analytics in POCLib (in addition to the traversal
operations prior work has already covered [2]). It is worth
noting that Succinct [5], another efficient query processing
engine designed for performing fast random access on com-
pressed data, supports a similar set of operations, except
insertion (Succinct can insert data only via append, which is
limited).

� extract(file,offset,length). This operation returns a
string of a given length of content at the offset in the
file.

� search(file,word). This operation returns the offsets of
all appearances of a specific word in a given file.

� count(file,word). This operation returns the number of
appearances of a specific word in a given file.

� insert(file,offset,string). This operation inserts the
input string at the offset of the file.

� append(file,string). This operation appends a string at
the end of the file, which is much simpler than insert.

4.3 SystemWorkflow

We present the system workflow of POCLib in Fig. 4. In
Step 1, users issue requests of traversal operations and ran-
dom accesses to POCLib framework in their working zone
of the application. In Step 2, POCLib looks for data in accor-
dance with the user-issued commands in the system mem-
ory. If the related content can be found in the system
memory, the system executes the user-provided requests
(Step 5) and returns the successful status (Step 6); otherwise,
it goes to Step 3. In Step 3, the POCLib framework operates
with the operating system to locate the related compressed
data. In Step 4, the compressed data are loaded into mem-
ory with proper data structures. In Step 5, POCLib executes
the user commands and provides necessary content back to
the working zone of the user application. In Step 6, POCLib
returns the execution status back to the application.

In the rest of this paper, we focus on the detailed design
of processing on the compressed data in memory (Step 5),
without considering whether the compressed data are
already stored in memory (Step 2) or need to be read from
disk to memory (Steps 3 and 4).

5 DETAILED DESIGN

The detailed design of POCLib is shown in Fig. 5, which
consists of three parts: API design, library, and assistant
tools. First, the framework provides APIs from both tra-
versal operation [1], [2], [3] and random access mentioned
in Section 4.2. Second, POCLib provides the function imple-
mentations in accordance with the APIs, and the data struc-
tures supporting these operations. Because we develop
POCLib based on TADOC, we only introduce the common
data structures for random accesses in Section 5.1 and the
related operations, while remain the details to the TADOC
traversal-related functions and data structures in [1], [2], [3].
Third, POCLib also includes compressor, decompressor,
and profiling tool for analyzing text analytics operations.

Novelty. POCLib involves a series of novel techniques.
First, our framework supports local graph walks (or partial

Fig. 4. System workflow.
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traversals) starting from any place of interest in the DAG.
This technique is essential for extract operation (Section 5.2).
Second, our framework builds efficient indexes between
words and offsets in the DAG, which capture the complex
relations among words, rules, and offsets. These indexes are
especially useful for search and count operations (Sections 5.3
and 5.4). Third, our framework supports incremental data-
set updates on the hierarchical compressed data. This tech-
nique makes efficient insert and append operations possible
(Sections 5.5 and 5.6). We further consider graph coarsening
as an optimization to save space cost (Section 5.8.3). These
techniques are not independent of each other; they work
synergistically to address the various complexities in all
types of random accesses.

5.1 Common Data Structures

When designing the extra data structures required for each
technique in POCLib, we keep space overheads in mind
and try to make a newly-introduced data structure useful
for more than one type of operation. Specifically, we intro-
duce five data structures, which we briefly explain below.
We provide more detail on each data structure when we
explain our techniques for each of the five random access
types.

� rule2location. This data structure provides the map-
ping from each rule to the locations (the files and the
offsets) where the string represented by the rule
appear in the input data (Section 5.2).

� word2rule. This data structure provides the mapping
from words to rules. For a given word, word2rule
returns the set of rules the word appears in
(Section 5.3).

� rootOffset. This data structure provides the offset of
each element from the root rule (Section 5.5).

� bitmap.This data structure indicates whether or not
an element in a rule has been changed (Section 5.5).

� records. This data structure stores the new content
(Section 5.5).

These five data structures are designed to help TADOC
with random accesses for near orthogonal POC in POCLib.

For quickly locating words given the hierarchical struc-
ture of the DAG, word2rule and rule2location build the rela-
tion between words and offsets; given a word, we can

quickly find its offsets in any document (we do not consider
a potential word2location data structure due to its storage
overheads).

For uni-directionality in TADOC storage format, using
the first three data structures, rule2location, word2rule, and
rootOffset, we can perform local graph walks rather than tra-
versing the graph from the beginning location for each ran-
dom access.

For compressed data update of insert, the bits in bitmap
are used to indicate whether new content is added in each
location, and the new content can be stored separately in
records. These two data structures ease the handling of new
content as a post-processing step.

Finally, to save space cost, these data structures are selec-
tively stored. The largest data structure, rule2location, is not
stored on disk but created on the fly when compressed data
is loaded into memory.

We show an example of the relationships between these
five data structures in Fig. 6. Rule2location and bitmap are
node-level data structures, which means that each node has
its own instance of the two data structures. The other data
structures are DAG-level data structures; i.e., there is only
one instance of them for a given DAG. Data structure roo-
tOffset is embedded in the root node. Among these data
structures, only rootOffset is created on the fly while data is
being loaded; the others are stored on disk. Section 5.6 pro-
vides more details.

Next, we explain in detail how our proposed techniques
support each of the random access types in POCLib, and
how to add a new operation in POCLib.

5.2 Extract

This operation extracts content directly from a compressed
file. It is a basic operation required for reading data in com-
pressed format for general types of analytics queries, since
most queries first need to obtain the data.

Naive Traversal-Based Approach. The most straightforward
approach to designing the extract operation is to 1) traverse
the DAG and record the length from the beginning, and 2)
after reaching the starting location, extract the requested con-
tent. However, in this method, we need to search from the
beginning of the root (R0) for each extract operation, which is
prohibitively time-consuming. Therefore, we avoid such a
design and instead develop two different approaches.

Our First Approach, A Coarse-Grained Method. A more effi-
cient method is to build indexes for the DAG. For each
extract operation, we search the index of rule2location first,
and then begin the traversal. However, a challenge blocks
the partial traversal: the DAG does not provide pointers
from children to parents. To demonstrate this challenge, we

Fig. 5. Detailed design of POCLib.

Fig. 6. Relationships between our new data structures.
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use the example shown in Fig. 7. Assume that we start the
extract operation in R4 of file1, we do not know which rule
we should continue to traverse after we finish scanning R4

due to uni-directionality. Note that only the root node does
not have parents, and thus does not exhibit this challenge.
Therefore, we first propose a coarse-grained method to
keep the offset of each element at the root as our index. The
core idea is to build a small number of indexes to save some
of traversal operations in the DAG, and for an extract opera-
tion, we start traversal from an element in the root whose
index is close to the required offset. For example, when the
content in R4 of file1 is required, we can traverse directly
from R2 of file1 in the root instead of the beginning of the
root.

Detailed Design of Our First Approach. We illustrate our
pseudo-code of extract in Algorithm 1. The operation
extract has three input parameters, file f , starting offset
start, and the length of data to be extracted len. We first
need to check whether the required content (f ,start,len) is
within the range, so we check the data structure rule2loca-
tion of the root rule (line 3). If the required content does
not exist, extract terminates (lines 4 to 5). We use an assis-
tant data structure, leftCount (line 6) for calculating the
distance to the required content; when its value is zero, it
means that the starting offset has been found. The rule-
StartLoc represents the offset of a rule. Because the root
rule contains the information of different files, we need
to traverse the DAG from a certain file offset (line 9). In
the element traversal in the root, we can skip the ele-
ments that do not cover the range to avoid unnecessary
data scanning if leftCount is larger than zero (lines 13 to
14, 22 to 23). If it is a word and this value is less than
zero, we call a function genOutput to add the related con-
tent to the result (line 16); if we find a rule that covers
the starting location, we call a function, extractScan, to
recursively traverse the DAG and extract the required
content.

Such an indexing mechanism is an example of range
indexing, which is a coarse-grained approach to extract. For a
given extract operation, we can quickly locate the nearest
starting position in the root, without traversing the DAG
from the beginning. However, this approach has a draw-
back: unnecessary content from the index to the required
offset still needs to be scanned, which can actually be
avoided. Recall the example in Fig. 7, and assume that we
want to extract a string in file1 and the starting position is
in R4. Although the index in the first approach suggests us
to traverse from R2 of file1 in the root instead of the begin-
ning, we still need to scan the unrequested rule between the
root and R4, which is R2 in Fig. 7. In real situations, there

could be many such unnecessary rules between the root
and the target rule, which causes significant time overhead.

Our Second Approach, A Fine-Grained Method. To avoid the
unnecessary time cost in our first approach, we need to
build an index not only at the root, but also in subrules, so
that we can start traversal in subrules; we call this fine-
grained indexing. To tackle the challenge caused by the lack
of pointers from children to parents, we build a data struc-
ture to indicate the relationships among rules.

Algorithm 1. Extract len Bytes From start in File f

1: function extractf; start; len
2: end ¼ startþ len
3: find ¼ checkRangeðf; start; end; rootÞ
4: if find ¼¼ false then
5: return wrong
6: leftCount ¼ start� ruleStartLoc
7: rootStart ¼ splitLocation½f �
8: rootEnd ¼ splitLocation½f þ 1�
9: for each element i from rootStart to rootEnd do
10: if i is a word then
11: checkUpdateExtractðf; start; len; iÞ
12: tmp ¼ leftCount� wordLength½i�
13: if tmp > 0 then
14: leftCount ¼ tmp
15: else
16: app ¼ genOutputði; output; leftCount; lenÞ
17: len ¼ len� app
18: leftCount ¼ 0
19: else ⊳ i is a rule
20: ruleLength ¼ getLengthðrule2location½i�Þ
21: tmp ¼ leftCount� ruleLength
22: if tmp > 0 then
23: leftCount ¼ tmp
24: else
25: app ¼ extractScanði; output; leftCount; lenÞ
26: len ¼ len� app
27: leftCount ¼ 0
28: if ðleftCount ¼¼ 0Þandðlen ¼¼ 0Þ then
29: break
30: return output
31: function extractScani; output; leftCount; len
32: lenOriginal ¼ len
33: for each element j in rule i do
34: if j is a word then
35: checkUpdateExtractðf; start; len; jÞ
36: process j, similar to that in extractðÞ
37: else ⊳ j is a rule
38: ruleLength ¼ getLengthðrule2location½j�Þ
39: tmp ¼ leftCount� ruleLength
40: if tmp > 0 then
41: leftCount ¼ tmp
42: else
43: app ¼ extractScanði; output; leftCount; lenÞ
44: len ¼ len� app
45: leftCount ¼ 0
46: if ðleftCount ¼¼ 0Þandðlen ¼¼ 0) then
47: break

48: return ðlenOriginal� lenÞ

Let us examine the challenge of how to maintain pointers
from children to parents. As Fig. 7 shows, a child such as R4

Fig. 7. An example of DAG representation for “w5 w6 w7 w8 w6 ...”.
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can have multiple parents. The first challenge is how to
record the right parent to visit after the child has been tra-
versed. The parent may belong to different files (for exam-
ple, in Fig. 7, R4’s parent R2 belongs to both file0 and
file1), which makes this more challenging. The second
challenge is how to jump back to the right location in the
parent. For example, in Fig. 7, after R2 has been processed
in file0, we need to visit the third element (w1) in the root
node, not the beginning of the root. The third challenge is
where to add the index data structures, as different rules
may have the same starting offset. For instance, in Fig. 7,
both R2 and R4 have the same offsets in file1; how to orga-
nize the index is a problem.

Detailed Design of Our Second Approach. Based on the above
analysis, we develop a new data structure, called rule
sequence, to provide the ability to index from children to
parents. To enable this optimization, we extract the relation-
ship among rules into a sequence, as shown in Fig. 8. We use
the DAG in Fig. 1c of Section 2 for illustration, and assume
that the length of each word is two bytes. For each file, we
store the starting offset, and start and end locations as a unit
in each rule, into the ruleSequence data structure. When rule
shifting (i.e., traversing across different rules) happens, this
rule sequence provides the necessary information to enable
the ability to index from children to parents, which enables
us to traverse forward and backward freely at any location of
the DAG.We store this data structure inmemory.

This design provides the pointers from children to
parents, which can help us perform extraction directly from
a subrule. To extract a piece of content, we can use binary
search among offsets to quickly locate the starting unit;
then, after we locate the starting unit, instead of DAG tra-
versal, we go through the related rules with the help of the
ruleSequence data structure until we obtain the required
content.

Algorithm 2 shows our second approach (Approach 2)
for extract. We first use binary search to locate the starting
unit (denoted as startUnit) in line 2. Then, we traverse the
rule sequence from startUnit until we reach the unit that
covers the requested content, as shown in lines 4 to 6. The
adjust() function in line 7 adjusts the offset and the starting
location, because the requested offset start may not exactly
match the offset of the located unit (startUnit). For the units
within the range from startUnit to endUnit, we sequentially
add the elements from related parts of rules to the results,
as shown in lines 8 to 12.

Algorithm 2. Extract len Bytes From start in File f (Based
onOur SecondApproach)

1: function extractf; start; len
2: startUnit ¼ locateðruleSequence½f�; startÞ
3: end ¼ startþ len
4: endUnit ¼ startUnit
5: while ruleSequence½f �½endUnit�:end<end do
6: endUnitþþ
7: adjustðstart; end; startUnit; endUnit; ruleSequence½f �Þ
8: for each unit i in ruleSequence½f � from startUnit to

endUnit do
9: startElement ¼ ruleSequence½f�½i�:start
10: endElement ¼ ruleSequence½f �½i�:end
11: for each element j in rule½i� from startElement to

endElement do
12: output:push backðrule½i�½j�Þ
13: return output

In Section 7.5, we compare our first approach (Approach
1), the coarse-grained method, and our second approach
(Approach 2), the fine-grained method of Algorithm 2 in
detail.

5.3 Search

We provide an efficient design for the search operation,
which returns the locations of occurrence of a given word.
Different from the extract operation, the returned content of
search may appear at any offset in a file. Therefore, it is nec-
essary to create an efficient mapping from words to loca-
tions. A classic index for traditional document analytics is a
mapping from words to the original documents, but such
an index does not work in our hierarchical compressed for-
mat. The reason is that the document is represented by hier-
archical rules in a DAG, and a rule can appear at multiple
different locations in the original document. For example, in
Fig. 7, R4 appears at four locations in the original document,
which indicates that the words in R4 have at least four
related indexes. To build an efficient index in such a situa-
tion, we need to build the relations from words to rules, and
then consider how to build the mapping from rules to loca-
tions, which is a complex two-step mapping instead of
directly building the mapping from words to locations. On
the other hand, the hierarchical representation also brings
opportunities: a rule can be reused in many locations of the
original document, so we can leverage such redundancy to
build efficient indexes for the search operation.

Our Approach. Recall the data structures of word2rule
and rule2location from Section 5.1. We can reuse these
data structures to obtain the locations of a given word.
First, we obtain the rules that contain the requested word
via word2rule. Second, we use rule2location to calculate the
exact offsets of the requested word in a file. Our detailed
design follows.

Detailed Design. We show the pseudo-code of our search
operation in Algorithm 3. Search provides the offsets of a
given word in a given file. The data structure word2rule con-
tains the mapping from words to rules, so search first checks
the related rules for the word, which avoids unnecessary tra-
versal. If the returned rule is the root, we need to traverse its
elements via file splitters (lines 3 to 11), because only the ele-
ments in file f are necessary. During the traversal, we do not

Fig. 8. Illustration of the rule sequence data structure for indexing.
Assume the length of each word is two bytes.
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need to go into the subrules in root, but only add the length
of these subrules to the offset (line 11). If the returned rule is
not the root (lines 12 to 25), we need to scan the rule. Note
that we need to verify whether or not the rule has been
updated in the file before scanning. If so, we update the
rule’s location information (line 14). Each rule may have
more than one location (location contains file, starting offset,
and ending offset information). For example, in Fig. 7, R4 has
four locations: two in file0, one in file1, and one in file2.
During rule scanning, we store the rule’s starting offset in off-
setTmp first, and then when we locate the word, we add the
word’s local offset in the rule to the locations of the elements
in offsetTmp (lines 22 to 23). Finally, we examine the records
data structure for further processing (line 26), since the new
content added by insert or append may also contain the
requestedword (detailed in Sections 5.5 and 5.6).

Algorithm 3. Search word in File f

1: function searchf; word
2: for each i in word2rule½word� do ⊳ i is a rule
3: if ði ¼¼ rootÞ then
4: rootStart ¼ splitLocation½f �
5: rootEnd ¼ splitLocation½f þ 1�
6: offset ¼ 0
7: for each element k from rootStart to rootEnd do
8: if ðk ¼¼ wordÞ then
9: output:push backðoffsetÞ
10: else
11: offsetþ ¼ lengthðkÞ ⊳ k can be a word or a rule
12: else
13: setoffsetTmp
14: checkUpdateSearchðf; iÞ
15: for each element j in rule2location½i� do
16: if ðj:file ¼¼ fÞ then
17: offsetTmp:push backðj:startÞ
18: offset ¼ 0
19: if ðoffsetTmp:sizeÞ then
20: for each elementm in rule½i� do
21: if ðm ¼¼ wordÞ then
22: for each element loc in offsetTmp do
23: output:push backðlocþ offsetÞ
24: else
25: offsetþ ¼ lengthðmÞ ⊳m can be a word or a rule
26: checkRecords4Searchðrecords; f; word; outputÞ
27: return output

Optimizations. We perform optimizations to make our
approach more efficient. We have mentioned two data
structures in search, word2rule and rule2location, where wor-
d2rule is relatively simple. We describe the optimization of
rule2location, which involves index mapping and storage
format optimizations. The original index format for each
rule is shown in Fig. 9. The first element, total, stores the
number of entries for a rule, and each entry contains three
elements: file_i, start_i, and end_i, where file_i denotes the
file ID the rule belongs to, and start_i and end_i denote the
starting and ending positions of the rule in file_i. Because
each rule may appear at different locations across different
files, the number of entries can be large. To save space, we
provide two optimizations. First, a rule may appear many
times in one file, so we do not need to store file_i many

times; instead, we store file_i once, and then follow the
number of entries (start_i and end_i) in the file. Second,
the length of a rule is fixed, so we do not need to store
both start and end for all entries; instead, we store the
length of the rule as length, and store only the starting
location for each entry. Besides these optimizations, coars-
ening, an optimization technique that reduces the number
of rules, also helps to make indexes more compact, as we
discuss in Section 5.8.3.

5.4 Count

In this part, we discuss the design and insights of the count
operation, which counts the occurrences of a certain word
in a file. It differs from word-counting in prior work [1], [2],
[3] which, via traversal-type processing, counts the frequen-
cies of all words. We develop two approaches to the imple-
mentation of count.

Our First Approach, the basic method. Given our design for
the search operation in Section 5.3, we can easily develop
count based on search with little change: count does not need
to store the offsets for a word; instead, it only counts the
occurrences of a given word, so we discard the offset infor-
mation for the word. We regard this design as our basic
method, and we predict that it has similar performance to
search. This basic method uses the data structures in search,
where offset information is unnecessary for the purposes of
count, so we can further optimize the data structures for
count.

Our Second Approach, The Optimized Method. To optimize
the operation of count, we first review the data structures
word2rule and rule2location. If we can obtain all the necessary
information for count from these two data structures, we
then circumvent the DAG traversal overhead. Recall that
the goal of word2rule is to maintain a rule set for each word.
We can also integrate the frequency of words to each rule in
this set, so the new format of word2rule is: < wordi; set <
ðrulea; freqaÞ; ðruleb; freqbÞ; . . . > > , where freqj refers to
the frequency of wordi in rulej. Next, with the help of rule2-
location, we can quickly obtain the rule frequency in each
file (as “num i” in Fig. 9 shows). In detail, to count a word in
a given file, first, we obtain the word’s local frequencies in
the rules where it appears. Second, for the rules where the
word appears, we obtain their rule frequencies in the given
file, and multiply the rule frequencies with their associated
local word frequencies. Third, the summation of the multi-
plication results is the required word count. For example, in
Fig. 7, we can directly obtain the word count for w5 in file0

by accumulating its word frequency in R1 and R2 using
word2rule and rule2location, without requiring a DAG
traversal.

Fig. 9. Illustration of rule2location optimization.
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Detailed Design of Our Optimized Method. Algorithm 4
shows our optimized algorithm for count. The data structure
ruleFreq stores the rule frequency in each file, and its format
is < rulei; set < ðfilea; freqaÞ; ðfileb; freqbÞ; . . . > > , where
freqj refers to the frequency of rulei in filej. Because the root
rule contains the file splitters (as shown in Fig. 7), we need
to go through the root within the related file range to count
the specific word, as lines 3 to 8 show. Finally, we examine
the records data structure for further processing (line 13) so
that we can consider the newly-added content (Sections 5.5
and 5.6). In Section 7.5, we compare our first approach, the
basic method (based on search), and our second approach,
the optimized method (Algorithm 4) in detail.

Algorithm 4. Count word in File f

1: function countf; word
2: for each i in word2rule½word� do ⊳ i:rule is a rule
3: if ði:rule ¼¼ rootÞ then
4: rootStart ¼ splitLocation½f �
5: rootEnd ¼ splitLocation½f þ 1�
6: for each element k from rootStart to rootEnd do
7: if ðk ¼¼ wordÞ then
8: outputþþ ⊳ output is the result
9: else
10: localWordFreq ¼ i:freq
11: LocalRuleFreq ¼ ruleFreq½i:rule�½f �
12: outputþ ¼ localWordFreq � LocalRuleFreq
13: checkRecords4Countðrecords; f; word; outputÞ
14: return output

5.5 Insert

The insert operation has the highest complexity among the
five operations, because it changes data at an arbitrary loca-
tion. We have considered a variety of design options, but
each approach leads to several concerns.

The first option is to insert content directly into the DAG,
which looks simple and straightforward. However, the first
challenge is that, to be consistent with previous TADOC-
based applications, we should not involve new types of
data structures directly in the DAG; that is to say, we should
still use the previous data structures in TADOC (words,
rules, and splitters) to change the DAG. Unfortunately,
because each rule can be reused more than once, i.e., a rule
can appear at several offsets in the original file, we need to
copy the rule that requires insertion to a new rule, and then
insert content into the new rule. The second challenge is
that, copying only one rule is not enough; the parent of the
rule also needs duplication if it appears more than once. For
example, in Fig. 7, if we plan to insert a string in R4 from
file1, we 1) need to duplicate R4 to a new rule where we
insert the string; 2) next, need to duplicate its parent, R2, to
a new rule, and 3) then change the new R2 to point to the
duplicated R4. A similar process is repeated for all parents
of the changed rules, until this recursive duplication process
reaches a parent that appears only once. Hence, if the
inserted rule has parents in multiple layers, this duplication
process can incur large time and space overheads. There-
fore, we abandon this design option.

The second design option is to perform decompression
first, insert the content to the file in the decompressed format,

and then perform compression. However, this method also
has several drawbacks. First, the decompression and recom-
pression processes have a large time cost when insertions are
frequent. Second, the decompressed file size, which is the
original file size, could be very large, and the machines that
conduct this operation may not have enough space for such
decompression. Therefore, we also abandon this option.

Our Approach. For the aforementioned reasons, our new
design stores the newly-inserted content into a separate
data structure (called records, which consists of record instan-
ces) instead of performing in-place insertion.

This design must address three complexities. The first
complexity is how to indicate an insertion in the DAG. To
solve this complexity, we introduce a bitmap data structure,
where a bit corresponds to an element (an element could be
a word or a rule) in the DAG, “1” indicating an insertion
and “0” not. The second complexity is how to represent an
insertion in a rule that appears at several locations. For
example, in Fig. 7, R4 has two locations in file0, one loca-
tion in file1, and one in file2. We need additional informa-
tion to indicate an insertion at a file offset in this case. To
address this complexity, we store in the record data structure
the starting offset of the rule along with the location in that
rule where the insertion happens. This data structure pro-
vides the precise address of the inserted content in the
DAG. The third complexity is how to handle multiple inser-
tions at the same location in the DAG. To tackle this com-
plexity, we add a pointer data structure “ptr” in record,
which organizes all records inserted at the same location
into a linked list. The structure of record is as follows.

The Record Data Structure
struct Record {
int fileID; // file, such as file1
int fileOffset; //file offset to insert, such as 100
int ruleID; // the rule ID to insert, such as 0
int ruleLocation; //the inserted location, such as 2
int replaceWord; //the replaced word, such as w2
string content; //content string
int ptr; //the recordID inserted at the same place.

Default is -1
int ruleStartOffset; //the starting offset of the rule to

insert, such as 0
};

With the data structure recording the necessary informa-
tion, insert operates as follows. It first finds the offset in the
first and second steps, which uses the same way as in
extract. It then sets the corresponding bitmap and inserts the
content into the records. Finally, it updates the rootOffset
buffer as the newly-inserted content may change the start-
ing offsets of some rules.

Insert Process
Let G be the graph representing compression results.

Conduct insert (f,offset,string):

(1) Locate the element via “f” and “offset” in root. If
it is a word, go to step (3).

(2) Traverse the rule to the location at “offset”.
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(3) Insert the “string” to “records”, set the related bit
to true, and add a pointer to the record in the
DAG.

(4) Update “rootOffset”.

5.6 Append

The append operation also changes data, but it is much sim-
pler than insert, because the new content needs to be
appended exactly at the end of a file. To help quickly find
the end of a file for appending, in our design, when loading
the compressed data, we record the last location of each file
of the DAG in another buffer. For this purpose, we use the
same data structure as in insert for the new content.

5.7 Sample

In this part, we show how POCLib supports a new opera-
tion, sample. This operation samples words directly from the
compressed data, which is a basic operation for generating
samples for a file. A possible design for sample is to ran-
domly select a rule and return a word from the rule. How-
ever, this design is unsuitable because the probability of
each rule is different. Furthermore, rules can belong to dif-
ferent files. Therefore, we abandon this design. Another
method is to use the ruleSequence data structure (detailed in
Section 5.2). We generate a random offset within the file
first. Then, we locate the rule and return the word. Because
we only return one word in sample, this process is much
simpler than that in extract.

As our implementation makes no direct changes to the
DAG, it ensures that other analytics, including the traversal
operations [1], [2], [3], can efficiently work on the DAG as
usual. A post-processing step is needed to process the
newly-inserted content. As the new content is stored in
recordswithout compression, the post-processing can be eas-
ily implemented by leveraging the bitmap and records data
structures. Section 7.4 evaluates the performance impact of
the post-processing step on traversal operations.

5.8 Discussion

5.8.1 Recompression and Effect on Other Operations

For both insert and append, by default, the newly-added con-
tent is not compressed. When there is enough added content
(the threshold is customizable by users), recompression can
be invoked to compress all the old and new content

together. Ideally, recompression should happen when the
system is idle to avoid the performance impact of long
recompression time while keeping the benefits of compres-
sion. The threshold to trigger recompression of data to
incorporate the new data into the DAG (called recompression
frequency) depends on the usage scenario and system set-
tings. For instance, if new data arrives fast and the system
has a lot of idle time and compute resources, recompression
could happen more frequently; otherwise, it could happen
less frequently. The use of parallel compression [14] can
help reduce the compression time and find the best recom-
pression frequency. In our experiments, for evaluation pur-
poses, we use a simple policy as follows: Recompression
happens when the size of the records data structure equals
the size of the compressed data. How to determine the best
recompression frequency for an arbitrary practical setting is
a research topic that is worthy of future exploration.

5.8.2 Summary of Data Structures

Table 1 summarizes the data structures we use to support the
five random access operations. The data structures in the third
column are loaded into memory from disk, while the data
structures in the last column are generated during data load-
ing. Extract and count, as discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.4, can
be implemented using two different approaches, which use
different data structures.

5.8.3 Space Considerations

As stated in Section 5.1, we introduce five additional data
structures to support TADOC with orthogonal POC. For
word2rule, we already presented its optimized format in Sec-
tion 5.4. For rule2location, we have shown its optimization in
Fig. 9 of Section 5.3. We have also illustrated the records data
structure in Section 5.5. The other two, rootOffset and bitmap,
are simple and straightforward. Among the five data struc-
tures, rule2location usually has the largest size. We found
that rather than storing it on disk, it is better to build rule2lo-
cation on the fly while loading the compressed data. The
other data structures are stored on disk. To further save
space for these five data structures, we employ an optimiza-
tion called coarsening [2]. Coarsening merges some close-to-
leaf subgraphs in the DAG to ensure that each leaf node
contains at least a certain number of elements. It reduces the
number of rules, and hence the size of our additional data

TABLE 1
Summary of Our Data Structures

Operation Version Data Structures

LoadedFromDisk GeneratedInMem

extract Approach1 DAG/dictionary/rule2location
Approach2 DAG/dictionary ruleSequence

search DAG/dictionary/rule2location/word2rule
count Approach1 DAG/dictionary/rule2location/word2rule

Approach2 dictionary/word2rule/ruleFreq
insert DAG/dictionary/bitmap/records rootOffset
append DAG/dictionary/bitmap/records
sample DAG/dictionary ruleSequence
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structures. We analyze its effect on both space and perfor-
mance in Section 7.5.

5.8.4 Limitation

POCLib supports text analytics that can be transformed into
the interpretation of grammar rules. The limitation of
POCLib is that currently, it only supports text analytics. We
leave the support to other data types as our future work.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

We implement POCLib based on TADOC [2]. In POCLib,
each operation is a separate module. Search module returns
offsets of a certain word. Count module counts the appear-
ances of a given word. Extract module extracts a piece of
content. Insert module performs insertions. Append module
appends data at the end of the dataset. Sample module
returns a random word. For each of these modules, we
implement sequential and distributed versions. The sequen-
tial version uses C++ and the distributed version uses C++
and Scala in the Spark environment [15]. In addition to these
six modules, we also integrate a preprocessing stage to gen-
erate the necessary data structures, such as word2rule, rule2-
location, rootOffset, bitmap, and records, for near orthogonal
POC.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Methodology

The baseline method we compare to is Succinct [5]. Succinct
is the state-of-the-art method that supports random access
on compressed data. It adapts compressed suffix arrays [16],
[17] for data compression. As it is designed specifically for
such operations, it achieves the highest speed on random
accesses (but it is weak in efficiently supporting traversal
processings). Our comparisons to Succinct examine whether
our proposed support can make TADOC deliver compara-
ble performance to Succinct on random access operations. If
so, that would validate the promise of our techniques in
making our POCLib the first library that efficiently supports
both traversal and random access operations on hierar-
chically-compressed texts. Because Succinct does not have
an insert operation, we use the insert function in the C++
string class as our baseline for insert.

Our method is denoted as “POCLib”. As ”POCLib” is
based on TADOC, we keep the inputs the same as those to
TADOC [2], where text documents are first compressed
with Sequitur and then compressed with Gzip [18]. During
evaluation, our method first recovers the Sequitur-com-
pressed result by undoing the Gzip compression, and then
applies our direct processing mechanisms on Sequitur-com-
pressed data. Our measured time includes both the time to
recover Sequitur results and the processing time required
for the random access operations. Note that even though
preprocessing (such as data recovery) takes time, e.g., 41
seconds for dataset A, it is not a concern in practice, since its
time cost is amortized over a large number of operations
(extract, search, count, insert, append, and sample) on the pre-
processed data.

We automatically generate the inputs of the six types of
random access operations. For extract, we pick random

offsets in a file for extraction; the average length of extracted
content is 64 bytes. For search and count, we randomly select
a word from the vocabulary of a file. For insert, the offset is
also random, and the string to insert is composed of ran-
domly picked words from the dictionary; the average length
of an inserted record is 64 bytes. Our settings for append and
sample are similar.

Datasets. Our evaluation uses five datasets that were used
in previous studies [1], [2], [3], shown in Table 2. The first
three datasets, A, B, and C, are large datasets from Wikipe-
dia [19], which are used for evaluation on clusters. These
datasets are Wikipedia webpages that are based on the
same webpage template but that differ in content. Dataset D
is NSF Research Award Abstracts (NSFRAA) from the UCI
Machine Learning Repository [20], which is used for evalu-
ating a large number of small files. Dataset E is from the
Wikipedia database [19]. Datasets D and E are much smaller
than datasets A, B, and C, so datasets D and E are used to
evaluate performance on the single machine.

Platforms. For the distributed system experiments, we use
our Spark Cluster, a 10-node cluster on Amazon
EC2 [21], and process datasets A, B, and C. Each node has
two cores operating at a frequency of 2.3 GHz, is equipped
with 8 GB memory, and its operating system is Ubuntu
16.04.5. The cluster is built on an HDFS storage system. Our
Spark version is 2.1.0 while our Hadoop version is 2.7.0.
Random access operations are written in C++, and we con-
nect the operations to Spark via Spark pipe(). For Succinct,
we use its C++ implementation with some minor changes;
we also connect it to the Spark system.

For the sequential system experiments, we use our Sin-
gle Node machine and process datasets D and E (datasets
A, B, and C are too large on the single node machine). This
machine is equipped with an Intel i7-8700K CPU and 32 GB
memory, and its operating system is Ubuntu 16.04.6. We
compare our C++ implementation to Succinct’s C++ version
with default parameters.

7.2 Performance

7.2.1 Large Datasets

Fig. 10 shows the throughput results (in terms of operations
per second) for large datasets A, B, and C on the Spark clus-
ter. In general, the six random access operations experience
much higher throughput with our technique over Succinct.
Search and insert have relatively low performance, extract,
count, and sample have medium performance, while append
has the highest performance. The reason is that search and
insert involve many data accesses and operations on a large
memory space, in both the compressed suffix array

TABLE 2
Datasets (”size” is of the Original Datasets)

Dataset Size File # Rule # Vocabulary Size

A 50GB 109 57,394,616 99,239,057
B 150GB 309 160,891,324 102,552,660
C 300GB 618 321,935,239 102,552,660
D 580MB 134,631 2,771,880 1,864,902
E 2.1GB 4 2,095,573 6,370,437
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representation of Succinct and our hierarchical compressed
representation. Count, extract, and sample do not have such
overhead; count can obtain all the necessary information
from word2rule and rule2location, and extract and sample con-
centrate on only local areas in the dataset. For append,
because our representation contains the locations of the end
of files, new content can be appended directly without the
need for accessing other parts of the DAG.

Experiments show that our system consistently outper-
forms Succinct for the six operations on three datasets. For
instance, POCLib achieves 234,764 extract operations per
second on average, outperforming Succinct by 1.4�.
POCLib achieves 1,443 search operations per second, outper-
forming Succinct by 1.5�. POCLib achieves 347,670 count,
1,462 insert, and 47,755,960 append, and 240,068 sample oper-
ations per second, outperforming Succinct by 1.7�, 9.4�,
and 1.4�, respectively. On average, the overall throughput
of our proposed techniques is 3.1� of Succinct’s throughput
in a distributed environment.

Fig. 11 shows the latency (in microseconds) of the six
operations on large datasets on the Spark cluster. We define
latency as the end-to-end time from when an operation
starts until the time it finishes. The append operation has the
lowest latency due to its simple algorithm; we store the
appended content in a separate record and point to the end
of a file, as described in Section 5.6. Experiments show that
Succinct exhibits better latency than POCLib, which relates
to its simplicity and network fluctuation in the distributed
environment. In contrast, the search and insert operations
have relatively high latency, due to their complex interac-
tions with the whole DAG. For the six operations, our sys-
tem provides much lower latency than Succinct on most
datasets: on average, POCLib reduces average operation

latency by 17.5 percent over Succinct (append drags down
POCLib’s average performance).

In summary, the data locality and data structures used in
operations decide the performance. For example, append
only needs to add data directly at the end of files, so it has
the highest performance. In contrast, search relates to mas-
sive data accesses and thus has a relatively low perfor-
mance. The throughput and latency of different datasets for
the same operation are similar. The reason is that POCLib
uses unified partitioning strategy, which makes the average
content such as the number of rules for each RDD similar.

7.2.2 Small Datasets

Fig. 12 depicts throughput results for small datasets on the
Single Node machine. On average, our system provides
16� the throughput of Succinct. For count on dataset D, our
system has lower throughput than Succinct. The reason is
that dataset D contains a large number of files, which means
that the data structure ruleFreq of dataset D is much larger
than that of the other datasets. Obtaining the rule frequency
for a given file with this data structure costs more time on
dataset D than on the others, and our technique is less effi-
cient than Succinct in this single case.

The latency results for small datasets on the Single

Node machine are shown in Fig. 13. The latency results for
extract, search, count, insert, append, and sample are 1, 2,365,
14, 2,557, 0.1, and 0.7 microseconds on average. From
Fig. 13, we can see that our method shows large perfor-
mance benefits in most cases.

7.3 Space Savings

We measure the space savings using the compression ratio
metric, which is defined as size(original)/size(compressed).
The space-saving results are shown in Table 3. POCLib
improves on TADOC [2] via the new data structures, as
mentioned in Section 5.1, to support random accesses. The
compression ratio of the original TADOC is 6.5–14.1. The
newly added data structures inflate the space, decreasing
the compression ratio to 2.6–5.0. The average compression
ratio we observe is 3.9, which is still much more compact
than the 1.8 compression ratio of Succinct.

Among the data structures used in our evaluation, two
data structures, ruleSequence and rootOffset, are created on the
fly in memory when data is being loaded. Two data struc-
tures, bitmap and records, do not need to be stored on disk
because initially no insertion happens. Therefore, the only

Fig. 10. Throughput for extract, search, count, insert, append, and sam-
ple on different datasets on the Spark cluster.

Fig. 11. Latency for extract, search, count, insert, append, and sample
on different datasets on the Spark cluster.

Fig. 12. Throughput for extract, search, count, insert, append, and sam-
ple on different datasets on the Single Node machine.
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data structures that incur disk storage cost are rule2location,
word2rule, and ruleFreq, and their space breakdown in storage
is shown in Table 4; rule2location occupiesmost of the space.

7.4 Traversal Operations on Added Content

Adding support for insert and append to direct processing on
compressed data is an important contribution of this work.
Using our support, previous traversal operations [1], [2], [3]
can still work on the updated dataset. Only a post-processing
step is needed to process the newly added content. We imple-
ment a post-processing step for each of the traversal opera-
tions proposed in earlier work [2]. This section reports the
measured time of such traversal operations in our system.

The total execution time consists of two parts: 1) DAG
processing, which is the same as the previous work [2], and
2) post-processing, which processes the new content in
records. This means that, if no data are added into the data-
set (no insert or append operations), POCLib preserves the
performance of TADOC for traversal operations. If new
data are added, POCLib requires additional post process-
ing, which incurs time overhead. Considering the size of
datasets, in this experiment, we randomly insert 10,000,000
records into dataset A, 30,000,000 records into dataset B,
60,000,000 records into dataset C, and 400,000 records into
both datasets D and E. Table 5 reports the fraction of time
spent on post-processing in each of the six traversal text
analytics workloads. The ratio ranges from 3.7 to 30.4 per-
cent, confirming that with our method, TADOC can now
effectively handle data insertion with insert and append
operations.

7.5 Tradeoff Between Performance and Space

7.5.1 Different Data Structures

The tradeoff between time and space is affected by the
choices of data structures. In Section 4.2, we discuss two

versions of count and extract. Table 6 provides a detailed
analysis of time and memory consumption of each version.
In our evaluation, our Approach 2 to extract (Algorithm 2 in
Section 5.2) achieves an average of 9,756� throughput
improvement over that of Approach 1 in Section 5.2). Our
Approach 2 to count (second approach in Section 5.4)
achieves an average of 70� throughput improvement over
Approach 1 (the basic count version in Section 5.4). How-
ever, for extract, Approach 1 has smaller memory consump-
tion; the reason is that Approach 2 generates ruleSequence
during runtime, which consumes large memory space.

7.5.2 Coarsening

The tradeoff between time and space is also affected by
coarsening. Coarsening is an optimization that makes each
rule contain more elements, so that the total number of rules
can be reduced, as discussed in Section 5.8.3. For illustra-
tion, we show the memory size of four data structures
before and after coarsening for dataset A in Table 7. Accord-
ingly, the sizes of rule2location, ruleFreq, and ruleSequence
decrease after coarsening; the size of word2rule increases
because each word is now contained in more rules.

Table 8 reports the effects of coarsening in more depth.
Coarsening greatly reduces the storage size, especially for
the data structures related to rules. Note that coarsening
does not decrease the size of the DAG (the rule with a small
size needs to be merged to all its parents, thereby causing
redundancy), but it greatly reduces the size of the data
structures related to rules, thereby reducing the overall stor-
age size. As the second column in Table 8 shows, the space
savings from coarsening is over 62 percent for all datasets.
An expected effect of coarsening is that as each leaf node
becomes larger, some more time may be needed for locating
a word or offset in the leaf nodes. The other columns in
Table 8 report the potential additional speedup our method
could achieve if it does not use coarsening; we find that
coarsening decreases performance, because more redun-
dant content needs to be scanned after coarsening. Our

Fig. 13. Latency for extract, search, count, insert, append, and sample
on different datasets on the Single Node machine.

TABLE 3
Compression Ratios

Dataset

Version A B C D E AVG

Uncompressed 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Succinct [5] 2.2 1.7 1.6 2.9 2.2 1.8
Original TADOC [2] 14.1 13.3 13.1 6.5 11.9 11.8
POCLib 4.9 3.5 3.5 2.6 5.0 3.9

TABLE 4
Space Breakdown for Different Data Structures (MB)

Data Structure A B C D E

rule2location 4,707 13,427 26,815 122 192
word2rule 433 1,218 2,442 15 14
ruleFreq 27 76 151 65 2.1

TABLE 5
Fraction of Time Spent on Post-Processing

Fraction of time on each dataset (%)

Application A B C D E AVG

Word Count 23.0 10.3 10.5 13.4 5.5 12.5
Sort 7.4 6.5 8.1 12.8 3.7 7.7
Inverted Index 21.1 13.8 17.1 10.8 4.8 13.5
Term Vector 20.6 9.8 9.1 8.7 4.8 10.6
Sequence Count 17.2 11.0 20.7 29.8 30.4 21.8
Ranked Inverted Index 13.4 7.3 13.4 22.3 29.7 17.2
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implementation chooses to employ coarsening as coarsen-
ing provides a more desirable trade-off between space sav-
ings and speedup.

8 RELATED WORK

To our knowledge, this work is the first to enable near
orthogonal processing on compression for text analytics.
We overcome the limitations of TADOC [1], [2], [3] in effi-
ciently supporting random accesses. We do so by introduc-
ing a novel set of carefully-designed data structures and
optimizations to support random access operations on hier-
archically-compressed data. We further add support for
efficiently incorporating new data into a hierarchically-com-
pressed dataset, which can support advanced application
scenarios [3], [23], [24], [25].

Sequitur is a well-known grammar-based compression
algorithm [4], [26], [27]. It is first used for direct processing on
compresseddata by TADOC [1], [2], [3]. Besides text analytics,
Sequitur is used for various other purposes, such as improv-
ing data reference locality [28], dynamic hot data stream pre-
fetching [29], analyzing whole program paths [30], [31],
finding loop patterns in program analysis [32], XML query
processing [33], and comprehension of program traces [34].

Succinct [5] is a high-performance query engine on com-
pressed data that is designed for databases. Our work is
orthogonal to Succinct in both implementation and applica-
tions. In terms of implementation, Succinct extends indexes
and suffix arrays [35] as basic compression structures, while
our work extends a hierarchical compression method,
Sequitur [4]. In terms of applications, Succinct is designed
for database queries while our work is designed for general

text analytics. Importantly, Succinct [5] provides no mecha-
nism to efficiently incorporate new data into a compressed
dataset; our work provides a new design for efficiently
doing so. The results in Section 7 show that our method
achieves much higher performance than Succinct on ran-
dom access operations, while keeping TADOC’s distinctive
strength in supporting traversal operations. In contrast, Suc-
cinct supports arbitrary substring and regular expression
searches, and broader data types; we leave such support as
future work for our methods. The compression method
used in Succinct is also employed in other studies [36], [37].

Other prior works enable grammar compression over
grammar-encoded text [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44],
[45]. Moreover, inverted index compression has also been
fully studied [46], [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52]. Deduplica-
tion [53], [54], [55], [56], [57] is also a hot research topic. For
example, Xia et al. [54] proposed a novel Content-Defined
Chunking approach called FastCDC, which uses techniques
of Gear-based rolling hash, normalized chunking, cut-
points skipping, etc. FastCDC is extremely fast and has
been used by lots of storage systems such as Ceph, rdedup,
etc. for data deduplication. Different from these works, our
work extends TADOC to orthogonal POC, and enables both
data traversal operations and random accesses.

9 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a set of new solutions that enable effi-
cient random accesses on hierarchically compressed data,
significantly expanding the capability of text analytics on

TABLE 7
Memory Size of Different Data Structures Before and After

Coarsening for Dataset A [22]

Data Structure Before (MB) After (MB) Saving (%)

rule2location 23,535 5,938 74.8
word2rule 2,046 2,783 -36.0
ruleFreq 220 158 28.2
ruleSequence 72,729 29,341 59.7
Total 98,530 38,220 61.2

TABLE 8
Storage Savings With Coarsening and the Potential Speedup

When Coarsening is Not Used

Space Potential Speedup without Coarsening (�)

dataset Savings search count extract insert append sample

A 64.0% 3.2 1.3 1.4 2.4 1.1 1.4
B 62.5% 4.5 1.0 1.2 2.7 1.2 1.2
C 63.1% 4.9 1.0 1.1 2.6 1.3 1.1
D 65.1% 1.9 4.4 0.6 0.2 1.1 0.6
E 64.0% 3.8 8.5 0.8 2.4 1.1 0.8
AVG 63.7% 3.7 3.3 1.3 2.1 1.1 1.3

TABLE 6
Throughput and Memory Consumption Breakdown of Different Implementations of Count and Extract

Throughput (ops/second) Memory (MB)

Operation Dataset Approach 1 Approach 2 Approach 1 Approach 2

extract A 75.7 201851.9 19942 43345
B 78.0 251219.5 45324 111700
C 85.8 251219.5 84176 216706
D 51321.8 2040440.0 493 1469
E 19.9 793624.0 1030 1937

count A 3244.0 324404.8 22725 9190

B 3029.4 359302.3 53170 14762

C 3121.2 359302.3 99874 23056

D 28476.6 42318.7 550 303

E 13318.5 212723.0 1135 467
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compressed data. It makes POCLib the first library that effi-
ciently supports both traversal and random accesses
directly on compressed texts. The new solutions consist of
technical contributions in two parts. The first is a range of
carefully designed indexing data structures. The design
emphasizes reusability across analytics operations, and
strikes a good balance between space cost and efficiency
through selective on-the-fly indexing construction. The sec-
ond is a set of algorithmic optimizations for the common
random accesses to work efficiently on the compressed
data. These optimizations help maximize the performance
of data accesses by effectively leveraging the indexing data
structures, incremental updates and recompression, and
DAG coarsening. The technique makes the POCLib able to
achieve 3.1� speedup over the state-of-the-art on random
data accesses on compressed data, and at the same time,
keeps its distinctive capability in supporting traversal oper-
ations efficiently. It makes the extended TADOC the first
near orthogonal POC technique.
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